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LOWERING GDP ESTIMATES
Recent data suggests that key parts of U.S. GDP are still 
expanding, despite the impact of inflation, the pandemic, 
and geopolitical developments. But growth is not consistent 
across all segments of the economy. Based on our review 
of the latest economic fundamentals, our forecast for GDP 
growth in 2022 is now 1.4%, down from 2.2%. Our prelim-
inary forecast for 2023 is now 1.9%, down from 2.5%, as 
we think some of the quirks from 1Q will smooth out over 
time. Our forecasts do not call for a recession, despite the 
negative reading in 1Q22. But they do call for below-trend 
GDP growth, largely due to the impact of higher interest 
rates. The domestic employment environment is nearing 
full strength, although consumer confidence trends are 
mixed. Auto sales have recovered from pandemic lows, but 
are uneven. The U.S. housing market has been a positive 
contributor to the economic recovery from the pandemic, 
but high prices are cooling the market. Businesses are ex-
panding, but growth is slowing. Exports are under pressure 
from geopolitical tensions in Europe and the rising dollar. 
But import growth will not proceed at the recent high-teens 
pace. And government spending trends should smooth out. 
Rolling all the data up, our GDP growth forecast in 2022 
is now 1.4%. The Federal Reserve projects GDP growth of 
1.7% in 2022, while the IMF is calling for 3.7% growth. 
The Philadelphia Federal Reserve’s Survey of Professional 
Forecasters calls for growth of 2.5% in 2022. A recent 
2Q22 GDPNow forecast from the Federal Reserve Bank 
of Atlanta was negative 1.2%.  
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ECONOMIC HIGHLIGHTS (CONTINUED)

372,000 NEW JOBS IN JUNE
The U.S. economy generated 372,000 new jobs in June, 
ahead of consensus expectations in the 250,000 range. The 
unemployment rate held steady at 3.6%, and the number 
of unemployed persons was 5.9 million, down from 6.0 
million a month earlier. Average hourly earnings increased 
$0.10 from May. Hourly earnings were also up 5.1% from 
the prior year, moderating from 5.2% growth in May and 
5.5% in April. Revisions to the totals from April and May 
reduced nonfarm payrolls by 74,000 jobs. In June, jobs gains 
occurred in leisure and hospitality, professional and business 
services, healthcare, and transportation and warehousing. 
Given still solid employment, we expect the consumer seg-
ment of the economy to remain on a growth track, despite 
the impact of Fed rate hikes, the war in Ukraine, and higher 
prices at the pump. 

INFLATION IS BURNING
The latest Consumer Price Index report again showed broad-
based inflation pressures in the U.S. The Bureau of Labor 
Statistics reported a 9.1% increase in overall inflation (year-
over-year) in June, up from 8.6% in May. The increase was 
driven by energy prices that were 42% higher, new car prices 
that were 11% higher, food prices that were 10% higher, and 
transportation prices that jumped 9%. The only category that 
has not spiked higher this year has been Medical Care Com-
modities and Services, where prices are increasing at a still 
rapid but more normal 4.8% rate. Outside of Energy, rates 
of change moderated last month for a handful of categories. 
Indeed, the core all-items less food and energy index rose 
at a 5.9% pace, down from 6.0% a month earlier. Crude oil 
prices have fallen 20% from early-year highs and should 
decline further in the weeks and months ahead. Even so, 
the Fed meets later this month and still has substantial work 
ahead as it tries to bring core inflation down to its target rate 
of 2.0%. We look for another 75-basis-point rate hike by the 
central bank in July, and further hikes at future meetings.
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EARNINGS SEASON GETS UNDERWAY
According to Refinitiv, the consensus has 2Q earnings for 
S&P 500 companies growing 5.6% year-over-year, although 
the Energy sector is providing a huge boost. Absent Energy, 
the consensus falls to negative 2.4%. Percentage changes at 
the sector level range from negative 20% for Financials to 
a more-than-200% rise for Energy. Some companies have 
started to lower analyst expectations, with names in the retail 
and semiconductor space prominent among them. Important 
on earnings conference calls will be commentary on how 
companies are navigating lingering supply-chain issues, 
handling high inflation, and possibly hiring or laying off 
employees. Based on our multi-input model, which includes 
analysis of both sectors and quarters, we are maintaining our 
estimate of S&P 500 earnings from continuing operations 
for 2022 at $224. This is the first time in at least six quarters 
that we have not raised our EPS expectations. Our 2022 EPS 
model assumes 9% growth from our 2021 estimate, in line 
with earlier expectations. Our preliminary 2023 estimate 
calls for another 9% gain, to $243. 

SECTOR LEADERS & LAGGARDS IN 2Q22
The most notable stock market trend in June was in the 
formerly can-do-no-wrong Energy group. As of the end of 
May, the sector was up over 60% year-to-date. As of the end 
of June, that gain had been cut to 32%. Gasoline demand 
remains strong, helped by the summer driving season, and 
prices remain high despite a pullback over the last several 
weeks. So why the selloff? The answer is that recession has 
replaced inflation as the most feared event on Wall Street. If 
the economy turns south, current robust demand for gasoline 
might, pardon the pun, tank. No surprise that the second-worst 
sector in June was also in the commodities space. Materials 
stocks are now down 15% year-to-date, in line with the broad 
market decline after being down just 3% as of the end of 
May. Utilities, the only other sector to be positive at the end 
of May, also fell more than the market in June, signaling that 
investors can run in this market but cannot hide. In the small 
consolation department, traditional growth sectors -- meaning 
Consumer Discretionary, Technology, and Communication 
Services -- did slightly better than the market in June. Still, 
the growth complex is at the bottom of the sector rankings 
in 2022 after being in the lead for most of the past decade.
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Previous Week’s Releases and Next Week’s Releases on next page.
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Previous Week's Releases
 Previous Argus Street

Date Release Month Report Estimate Estimate Actual
13-Jul Consumer Price Index June 1.0% 0.8% 1.1% NA

CPI ex-Food & Energy June 0.6% 0.5% 0.6% NA

14-Jul PPI Final Demand June 0.8% 0.7% 0.8% NA
PPI ex-Food & Energy June 0.5% 0.4% 0.5% NA

15-Jul Retail Sales June -0.3% 0.9% 0.9% NA
Retail Sales; ex-autos June 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% NA
Business Inventories May 1.2% 0.9% 1.1% NA
Import Price Index June 0.6% 0.4% 0.7% NA
Industrial Production June 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% NA
Capacity Utilization June 80.8% 79.5% 79.2% NA
U. of Michigan Sentiment July 50.0 50.5 50.1 NA

Next Week's Releases
 Previous Argus Street

Date Release Month Report Estimate Estimate Actual
26-Jul New Home Sales June 696 K NA NA NA

Consumer Confidence July 98.7 NA NA NA

27-Jul Durable Goods Orders June 0.8% NA NA NA

28-Jul Real GDP 2Q -1.6% NA NA NA
GDP Price Index 2Q 8.2% NA NA NA

29-Jul Personal Income June 0.5% NA NA NA
Personal Spending June 0.2% NA NA NA

ECONOMIC TRADING CALENDAR
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